HOW TO FIT A WEERIDE SEAT? You can see a video on how to do this at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vumzxfsexHw

This is how the seat comes out of the box.
It fits nearly all bikes: women’s, men’s, full suspension, oversized head
tubes. Just needs to be a 16” frame or more.
Main questions will be either:
1. It looks small? It is a front seat and is designed differently to bulky
rear seats. We guarantee it will fit the child til 4 min.
2. That their bike headset space is too small, but it will fit in only 5 mm.
The best part about the WeeRide is the patented bar that doesn’t
attach to the handlebars like all other front seats.
So our seat doesn’t interfere with steering and it keeps the weight
central.
The bar takes about 5 mins to fit.

To fit the seat, all you do is loosen the front bolts, and remove one
completely,

The headset on this bike is 10mm, but it can fit in only 5mm. You can
see below there is still some space left.
This works because the bar is hollow and so slots over the top tube

Then loosely attach this around the headset
You then loosen the bar lengthening bolt and adjust the bar to the
right length.
You then loosen the bolts in the rear bracket and again, remove one
completely, so you can attach around the seat post and tighten
All you then do is tighten the bolts and attach the seat.
The easiest way to attach the seat is to push the thumbscrew all the
way through, then move it along the bar until it finds the hole, and then
tighten.
The whole job should take a max of 10 mins. I did a 1 take video and it
took me 5 mins first attempt.
This seats meets EN14344 and is by far the best child seat, just see the
reviews online
ANY QUESTIONS, PLEASE EMAIL ME AT MAT@WEERIDEUK.CO.UK, I WILL ANSWER AS QUICK AS POSSIBLE

